
THE SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATIONTHEORY HAS LONG BEEN PART OFTHE CONVE

ALL

HE GAME GOES LIKE THIS. PICKAN ACTOR,THEN
think of another person he's been in a movie
with. Then take that actor and think of someone
he's been in a movie with. Keep going, linking

actor to actor, until you get to a hard-working, not-quite-
superstar named Kevin Bacon. Since it was invented by three
Albright College fraternity brothers in 1994, the game has
become a beloved time-waster for film buffs everywhere.
But to a pair of Cornell-based researchers, it's more than a
late-night lark. It's proof that the earth is a small world, after all.
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The concept i known as the SmallWorld phenomenon-the idea that even on a
planet of five billion people, everyone is connected in a tight network. Also called Six
Degrees of Separation, the theory ha been part of the conventional wisdom for years,
inspiring a hit play and movie. Now, engineering professor Steve Strogatz and his
former graduate student, Duncan Watts, have proposed a mathematical basis for it.
"They have solved a major problem in social science," says Columbia sociologist
HarrisonWhite. "They've done a brilliant job of exploring different ways of thinking
about it." Their work, which prompted a minor media frenzy when it was published
in the journal ature in June, could have implication for dozens of disciplines, from
economics to epidemiology to entomology. "The more you think about it, the more
fields come to light where the network could be very important," says Watts, whose
doctoral dissertation on the subject was recently accepted for publication by Princeton
University Press. "It's a Rorschach test for the listener."

How do disease spread? Can anyone break into the old-boy network? Can an
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THE 'CAVEMAN' WORLD

THE "CAVEMAN" MODEL, IN WHICH YOU'RE ONLY CONNECTED TO THE PEOPLE NEAREST YOU, IS
AS BIG AS THE WORLD COULD GET-2.5 MILLION DEGREES OF SEPARATION. BUT IN "SOLARIA," THE
CONNECTIONS ARE RANDOM, AND THE WHOLE WORLD IS JUST FOUR HANDSHAKES AWAY.

THE 'SOLARIA' WORLD

The shiftfroIl1

CaveIl1an to

Solaria isn't

gradual. When

randoIl1

interactions are

introduced,

the systeIl1 hits a

tipping point,

and the world

becoIl1es as sIl1all

as it can be.

'The sIl1all world

effect kicks in

very quickly,'

Strogatz says.

'It's like

dropping off

a cliff.'
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